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interest. It would be difficult to defend in more eloquent and
moving terms the institution of a peasant proprietorship based
not so much on the Revolution or on necessity as on the fact that
the worker's daily struggle with the soil for his own bread and
for that of the town-dweller gives him a moral right to the land
that nothing can withstand. Michelet's terror of the growing
industrialism, on behalf of beauty and of human personality,
is spoilt only by a naive belief that French capitalists will resist
the lure of money-making and not follow on her downward
path the England that was Michelet's bete noire. There is an
amusing and singularly true description of the typical bourgeois
of the forties, who, " instead of looking upward, as his fathers
did, in a desire to rise, looks beneath, sees the crowd climbing
up as he has climbed, and does not like it, clinging for pro-
tection to the powers that be. He does not admit his reactionary
tendencies — his past prevents that — so he remains in a contra-
dictory position, protesting of his Liberalism, but selfish in his
conduct, neither willing nor unwilling. If something national
in him still protests, he calms it by reading some newspaper of
innocently quarrelsome and peacefully bellicose tendencies."
If the mystical devotion to the people that Michelet
expresses in Le Peuple cannot but excite sympathy, it is far
otherwise with the half-naive, half-exasperating complacent
nationalism which pervades the whole book. We can smile
when we read that " France only has a literature that is read
in Europe," that " while doubtless every great nation repre-
sents some idea of importance to mankind, it is far truer of
France ; if she were to be eclipsed, to come to an end, the lien
sympathique that holds the world together would become re-
laxed, dissolved and probably destroyed. The love that gives
life to the globe would be touched in its most vital part.
The earth would enter that ice age into which other worlds
have already entered."1 We can still shrug our shoulders in
amused pity when we are solemnly told that " what France
has spent in blood, gold and endeavours of all sorts in dis-
interested efforts that could only profit others would, if
1 " There is no fanaticism here," adds Michelet, in all seriousness ; " it is
but an overburdened expression of a grave judgment founded on long study."
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